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CARTHUSIAN \TORLDS, CARIHUSTAN IMAGES

The Fascination of Silence and Inaccessibiliry

SUMMARY - The silent, hidden world of the Carthusians has become

known to a broad public thanks to the 2005 frlm, Die grosse stille / Into

Great Silence from the German producer Philip Gróning' That world

appears to fascinate people, as evidenced by earlier films and books about

iarthuri"n life as well. Bur rhe onlooker remains an outsider. Films and

boola afford a fleeting glimpse of an inside world marked by inaccessi-

biliry. The inaccessibiliry in fact accounts for the outsider's fascination.

Usually it results in a biased picture: the Carthusian world is seen as

paradisiac. Yet a number of recent autobiographic works by former

banhusians demolish the idyll of the 'white paradise'' They show that

the silent, enclosed world of the Carthusians is marred by acute psycho-

logical tensions. These are ma-inly about boundaries: where does the

Clthusian world begin and end, where is the boundary between the

inside and the outside world, between the individua-l monk and the com-

muniry? The author ProPoses studying the realities of Carthusian life

fro- ih. angle of three dialectical relationships: that of the Carthusian

and the orrtiid. world, of the anchorite and the coenobite (hence the

individual monk and the communiry), and of Practical and inner life

(the monk's own inner and outside worlds).

I. Iuro Gar.qr gtnycr - A Vtslron ro A \7oRLD \ftrsw A \7oRLD

since the aurumn of 2005 a lot of people, many of whom had probably never

heard of the existence of Carthusians before, have gained access to the Carthu-

sian world. This is a result of the great success of the film Die grose Stille / Into

Great Silence by the German film producer Philip Gróning (born in Dtisseldorf

in 1g5g).1 The film shows us the life of the monls of the Grande chartreuse,

the mother house of the Carthusian order, situated in a remote sPot in the

beautiful French Alps in the neighbourhood of Grenoble. As far back as 1984,

I Information about Philip Gróning's film, which is also available on DVD, can be found on

the website www.diegrossestille.de.
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when rhe carthusianorder celebrated its eight cenrenary, ph'ip Gróning askedpermission to shoot film scenes irr,t. -oi"rtery, but 
"r 

rt",',iÀ. tis requestwas turned down: rhe presence of the movie maker would encroach too muchon the quiet' privacv-and silence or th. èJ.n.rsian communiry. But in 1999,fifteen years laier, philip Gróning t*.i".a"1-.ssage from the new prior - since1997 - of the Grande chartreó, tn. ro** o"ïm"" i"-J.'i'íi".r.rrrr.Carthusian order, Dom Marcellin Th.G^Tn:.rime.is ripe now, you maycome'.2 Over several seasons in 2002 and 2003, all on his 
"ï"",^êro"irg 

f"LIowed 
*r l"t:::d"t life of the *.;kr;; ,h. charterhouse with a sma' carnera- mostly a 24P lHD, partry a Super g. A"J.; out of 120 hours oir..orai.rg, 

"
158-minute documentary firm ás -"a* i,'*trich there are hardry any spokenwords. There are no inrerviews, nor 

" 
.o__*a"ror,s voice. Only a few biblicalverses flash on the scr,h_e human "" r.. " "ffi ïïi fffl ïffi J'f tïlï ï':1ïlrr;,Í.;office' when they meetin rh. 

:h"p*.-;;;.;"*. fwo novices in their midst,and - but by then the film ilarready at u.y""a halfway - during the monla,weekly common recreation._fugh, 
"', 

,h.;;j of th. firm a cartiusian monkspeals about the meaning of his"life *iri cï*d the absence.ià"r.ra/"g.But is he speaking to ,rrl Á" viewers *. À;; that.he .;;;;-;r, not onlybecause he is not realrv standing i'fro.rt of,r, uu, r, tarking from a projectionscreen, but also b..",r.. he is bliïd. E"* -ir." this scene was shot he courd nothave seen philip Gróning but ** ;t^iËro .*p.ri.r.. Gróning,s presencevia his other senses. The aged monk;;;;;;.;;;;;;rï_ïiirï,n,_rrr.
For the rest the firm consists of silence: *" *o rhree quarrers of an hour ofutter silence. Almost a silent film, so ," ,;;;.

Starting in November 2005, Into cràii;trrr, (under its German r.itre Diegrosse stille) made a successfur circuit of c.r-"" firm houses _ in December2005 a German journal procraimed i, fii;;i;. month - and since the sum-mer of 2006 it made its,way ro many other countries. It received rave reviewsand earned accolades 
""d 

pri'., 
"r 

m- ár.Jaïin Leipzig, Rorterdam, Torontoand venice' The Germanlournat Dir Irà Áed it .die 
ungewóhnlichste F'mdes Ja-hres' ('the most urto sociorogists "". ". iïH"llï.#n"i];lïii:,ï.f:'*i:ru:,tff

continued to attract frrll houses fo, -*y rnorrlr, ,o eveqyone,s astonishment.In some film houses Into Great Silence;r;;;" weekly programme for morechan six months' Here and there it *"r- Jr.,ïi.r.d with an introduction or

' His Durch predecessors were Jan van Roosendaal fls.i b""t ( r i z ï - i ià!)," p..", " 1,r, prio r o r c..ililb#, yffï::,,#Ír":t rí:,; yiïï(r540-rj46), mo.rk of the charterhous. Jó;Ë. ;. Nissen, .Nederrander 
Dom Marce'inTheeuwes prior-generaal van kartuizers,, i", *íi_* Een 25 (lgg7),297.
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followed by a discussion.3 Never before have the Carthusians been on every-
body's lips the way they have been the three or four years after 2005.

Philip Gróning's film shows us a lifesryle of which silence is the dominant
characteristic. Carthusians, male and female, lead lives of organised, regulated
silence. Nevertheless silence is not the objective of their way of life: it is a
means, an instrument to serve and foster receptivity to the mystery of God.
Carthusians search for God. And through their silence they want ro creare a
situation in which they can concentrate on this search. They don't look for
silence to escape the world, and certainly not to run away from themselves,
because whatever they Ieave behind when they enter the charterhouse, they
always take themselves within. The very silence of the Canhusian world
confronts these men and women with themselves: they are thrown back on
themselves. They cannot walk away from themselves) nor from the world.

The silence of the charterhouse can best be compared to what is called 'the

eye of the storm' in meteorology,a referring to the epicentre or heart of a uopi-
cal cyclone or a tornado. This centre is part of the storm and yet it is uniqueiy
silent. Someone in the eye of the storm would watch the fury raging around
him from that tranquil vantage point. The Charterhouse is much the same: it
is part of the world and yet a quier point from which to observe the world in
prayer and meditation. The Carthusian world is, as it rvere, a still, stable centre
in the rnidst of the turmoil of the world. That is expressed by the logo and the
motto of the Carthusian order. The logo shows the globe with the cross super-
imposed on it and above the cross seven stars, representing the first seven
monks who settled in the valley of Chartreuse in 1084. The motto is Stat crux
d.um uoluitur orbis,Larin for 'The cross is steady while the world revolves'.

At the same time this silent centre, this eye of the srorm that is part of the
tempest, is also a world on its own, a world within the world: the Carthusian
world. Philip Gróning's fiim admits viewers to this world for a brief momenr,
but it remains a virtual visit. Above all, the viewers always remain visirors, no
more. They can observe the Carthusian world, as the film maker did, and as
scholarly researchers do. Historians, art historians, theologians, literary scholars
and others who study the Carthusians remain no more than outside observers.
Participant observation, one ofthe key research strategies in cultural anthropol-
ogy, is not feasible in the Carthusian world. They don't have a guest house like

See for instance H.J.A. Hofland (8d,.), De grote stilte: Ouerdenhingen in fksofe, Èunst en
spiritualite it, Budel-Nijmegen 2007.
'1'he 

eye of rhe storm' is also a favourite metaphor of the well known Dutch writer Cees
Nooteboom, an admirer of the Carrhusians: P. Nissen, 

'In 
een ldooster zonder muren: Kloos-

ters in de grenzeloze wereld van Cees Nooteboom', in: I( Blorn et d,., De g.enzcloze wareld
uan Cees Nootebaaz, Nijmegen 2O06,91-107; md L. Fóldényi et. a1,., In het oog uan dc stornt:
De uereld uan Cees Nooteboom. Essays ouer ziin oeuure, Amsterdam-Anrwerp 2006.
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the Benedictines, cistercia's, premonstratensians and other monasdc and
canonical orders, where^researchers can spend some d.ays or weeks sharing the
life of the carthusians, following their daily schedule and participating in their
liturgy. Neither do the carthusians have oblates, like the BerrËdi.tií.r, -..,
and women who affiliate individually with a monastic communiry in order to
llbry 

ft: rule in their private lives ar home and at work 
"s 

.ror.ly 
", 

their indi-
vidual circumsrances and prior commirments permit. These ábhtes do not
physically live in the monastic world, but ro some extent they do live in it
mentally. They sha'e it partially, rhey participate in it, so they are more rhan
just observers. But it is impossible to participate in the carÁusian world in
such an institutionalised manner. \íhetLer *. 

"r. 
just chance viewers of philip

Gróning's film or scholars who have devoted our whole life to carthusian
studies, when it comes to the carthusian world we always remain outsiders.

2. Ca_nrsusnN A_nceon - TuB VnvnR AS AN Oursnsn

It is this phenomenon of enforced outsider-hood that seems to enhance the
fascination with the carthusian world. It is a different world, mysterious,
exotic' This is confirmed by rwo earlier films on the carthusians. Thé first is a
Germaa documentary entitled Leben um zu Beten ('Live to pray,). It was made
in 1984, more than a quarrer of a century ago by no*, on the occasion of the
ninth cenrenary of the carthusian order, and was broad.cast by the German'siidwestfunk'. 

It shows the life in the only inhabited charterhouse reft in
Gerrnany, that of Marienau. partly it consists of an interview with the prior,
partly it shows recordings of the life and liturgy in Marienau charterhouse.
These recordings were made by a priest from tháeighbourhood using a simple
alnateur camera.

The second film is of Dutch origin. I am referring to an episode on the car-
thusians in 

_a popular series on monasreries in 
"th. 

t.l.rririo' programme
Kruigunt ('crossing Point'), broadcast on Dutch television for the drr,ïi-. o'
l.Ayg"rl 

2004, repeated in october 2007 (together with philip Gróning's
filrn) and also available on DVD. The maker of áis doc,rm.rr,"ry i, r.o ri,i.rr,
who*became friendly with the former prior general of the Granáe chartreuse,
the Dutchman Dom Marcellin Theeuwes, and m"d. him the central characrer
in a book on the 'journey 

from your head ro your heart', based on the television
series and published in 2004.5 But notwithstanding Leo Fijen,s good relation-

' 
!^f1i.", De rcis uan jt nl"4,11*( hart: Lcefiegels uoor het bertuan uan alledag,Kanpen
2004' 122-1'.1. Dom Marcenin .is arso an i*po..át spokesman in a more .iourniiistic bookwritten by his nephew J. Reijnders, Een reis ii stibe : L)uen ab hartuizers, Kampen 2006.
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ship with the prior general, he did not really penetrate the Carthusian world.
He, a film maker, and we, the viewers of his documentary, remain outsiders.
True, Leo Fi.ien was allowed to spend one night in a monk's cell in the Grande
Chartreuse and in the documentary he coÍunents on the oppressive silence of
that night: 'If this is not the meaning of your life, you wouldn't Iast even one
day' ('Als dit niet de zin van je leven is, hou je het nog niet één dag uit'). But
his camera crew had to stay outside. They recorded Leo Fijen's conversation
with the prior during a walk through the magnificent surroundings of the
Grande Chartreuse, outside the cloister. The scenes of life within the Grande
Chartreuse in the Dutch documentary were taken from Philip Gróning's film,
at that time still in the making.

Hence Carthusian worlds are fascinating because of their inaccessibiliry.
Film scenes afford brief insight, but we remain outsiders and for that very
reason tlrey presewe a kind of pristine, immaculate, paradisiac state, Iike the
mediated world of the Amish.6 'That which makes the Amish an icon of the
American pastoral precludes the possibility of filming them. The Amish Arca-
dia is always already inaccessible', as Crystal Downing puts it.7 In both cases,
that of the Amish and that of the Canhusians, this inaccessibiliry is strongly
encouraged by the religious institutions' own information strategy, which is
directed to establishing information boundaries. Both communities communi-
cate only what they consider relevant.s

3, HnnwNrv Imces

This paradisiac state of the Carthusian world is also depicted in a few books
written to introduce that world to the general public.e I cite just two examples.
The first is a book from 1929 entitled Het \Vine Paradijs ('-Íhe \7hite Paradise')
by the Dutch writer and later Benedictine monk Pieter van der Meer de \X/al-
cheren (1880 -1970). In 1926 Pieter and a friend spent the week of Christmas

D. Zimmerman Umble & D.L. Veler-Zercher (Eds), The Amish and the rnerlia, Baltimore

2008.
C. Downing, 

'\Titnessing 
the Amish: Plain people on faacy film', in: Zimmerman Umble 8z

'S?eaver-Zercher 
, Amish and the media, 25-4I, quotation 40-

D.A. Stout, Media and religion: Foundations of an emergingfeld,New York-London 2012'

79.
For this more or less'mythical'image of the carthusians in literary tradition, see: B. Rieder,
'Der Mphos der Kartàuser: Beobachtungen zum Bild der Krtàuser in der óffentlichen und

literarisclren Vorstellung', in: J. Ganz & M. Friih (Eds), Das Erbe der Kartduser. Internauona-

ler Kongress Êir Kartàuserforschung 1.-5. Dezember i999 Katause Ittingen, salzburg 2000

(Analecta Cartusiana 160), 185-195.
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in the charterhouse of La valsainte in the swiss Alps. He was so impressed by
the world of the carthusians that he decided to wriie a lyrical booklei about it.
Het wtte Paradijs was printed five times in Dutch bem..., L929 and r9(t5 and,
has been translated into English (1952), French (r93r, 1939 and 1953),
9.j**l q?30), Spanish (1943, four editions up to 1961), portuguese (?) and
Italian (1969' 1975), sometimes in more than one edition and se,neral of them
with an introduction by the àmous French philosopher Jacques Maritain.l'
So you could say thar it was a kind of curt book i' its time. The longest chapter
in the book is entitled 'A 

carthusian speaks' ('Een Karthuizer SpËekt,). The
speaker is the Durch carthusian Dom Gerard Ramakers (tsg6ltgs4), born
in the village of Echt and raised in the ciry of \7eert, who was La varsainte,s
novice masrer from 1923 to 1931. He is as it were a voice from within the
carthusian world speaking ro us. But for rhe rest pieter van der Meer's bookler
is the account of an outside observer. Its very title reveals the observer's para-
disiac image of the Carthusian world: The White paradise.rl

A second book that introduces a general readership ro the carthusian world
is^by the British journalist Robin Bruce Lockhart, a càtholic converr and author
of Áce of spies, a successful book on sidney Reiny, the grearesr rp/ i" British
history and subject of a major Tv series in r9g3. Just als Lockhan was inrer-
ested in the mysterious world of spies - his father sir Robin Hamilton Bruce
Lockhart (1887-1970) was a famous diplomat and a secrer agent in Moscow -
so he was interested in the mysterious worrd of the carthïsians. He was a
friend of the last inhabited charrerhouse left in England, St Hugh's in parkmin-
ster' sussex, and lived for some time in a vinage in the neighb"ourhood. In his
book Halfuay to Heauen: The Hidden L;fe of thl subrime caïthus;an, (published,
in 1985, reprinted ]n 2005 and translated into French and German) he d.scribes
the history and way of life of the carthusian, with a preambr. of ,á.h"pt.rs
on the desert fathers and early monasticism. At thË end of his book he also
summarises some lines of cartÀusian spiriruality. Lockhart has an extremely
exalted irnage of the carthusians. He .ih .h.* 'sublime' 

and the title of his
book speaks volumes: according to him they are already halfivay ,o h.".,r..r.
.wïr 4l 

mankind, by some divine miracl., 
"É1. 

,o detach itserf frám the world
in the carthusian way, it wourd surery be paradise regained', Lockhart writes.12

P' Nissen,'Nederlmdstalige kartuizeraureurs uit de r9d. en 20*" eeuw,, in: F. Hendricro<(Ed.), Dr hartuizers ,, hui hloort", te !hn, Oi.r,lS% Vr6-I56, esp. 146_147 .^rhe 
1952 English edition was published uy rra"*.y, i'.* york. According to A. Gruys,ca,tusiana: (Jn instrument heuritique, p^ris tgl6, í'á,n... must have been an (earrier?)Engiish edition, published in Londón.

RB' Lockhart' 
ï",foq to helue,n: The hidden brt of the subrime carthusians,London r9R5.117' Reprinted by cisterciar publications, Ka#-í, uihigan, in zoo: (cir,...ir' s,ïaï],Series 186).

l l

t 2
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In the German translation, published two years later (in 1987),the dtle of the
book is significantly more modest: Botschafi des Schweigens: Das uerborgene
Leben der Kartàuser (Message of silence: The hidden life of the Calthusians).
The Carthusians are no longer 'sublime', neither are they'halfway to heaven'.
This modesry is undoubtedly due to the translators, who were Carthusians
themselves: the book was translated by a few monks at the German charter-
house of Marienau. Nevertheless they left the passage tr have just quoted on
'paradise regained' unchanged. 13

Boola like the ones by Pieter varr der Meer de \Talcheren and Robin Bruce
Lockhart portray a paradisiac, heavenly image of the Carthusian world. In so
doing they contributed greatly to the emergence of a kind of Carthusian roman-
ticism. But reality is not always that paradisiac. That is made clear by some
other boola that introduce a broader readership to the Carthusian world in a
different way, namely through the biographic oi autobiographic stories of men
who were Carthusians for some time but left the order. These books do not
portray thê Carthusian world from the perspective of an infatuated admirer
from the outside, but from that of a (former) inhabitant of the world itself. And
we know from experience that such a perspective usually yields a much more
realistic picture of the inside of the Carthusian world.

Still relatively subtle and disguised, this happens in the book by the German
theologian \fi[ibald Bósen, now professor emeritus of biblical theology at the
University of Bielefeld. In 1987 he published a thrice reprinted book on the
Carthusians entitled Auf einsamer Strasse zu Gott ('On the Lonely Road to
God').14 The second part of this book offers some rather matter-of-fact infor-
mation on the history, way of life, architecture and daily schedule of the Car-
thusians. But the larger first part of the book affords a more personal glimpse
into the Carthusian world by means of interviews with several Carthusians
monks and correspondence with a Carthusian. Bósen also inserted excerprs
from the diary of a theology student, over twenry years old, who spent nine
months and seven days as a novice in the Swiss charterhouse of La Valsainte. Its
fifty pages make it the Iongest chapter in Bósen's book and it might very well
be that this novice, who had to leave the charterhouse for reasons of hedth, was
himself the author of the book, hence the later professor Bósen. Ar all events,
the diary gives the reader a modest insight into the conflict that can take place

l 3

l 4

R-8. Lockhart, Boxcha/l des Schweigens: Das uerborgene Leben der Kartiiuter, Wtzburg 1987,
163: 

'\li,irde die gmze Menschheit durch ein góttliches \Tunder dazu beFehigt, sich wie die
Kartàuser von der \7elt zu lósen, wáre zweifellos das Paradies wieder da'. The title of the
French trarrslation is also more modest: La uíe cachée dzs Charn'ew, Paris I985.
\7. Bósen, Áuf einsamer Snat?e zu Gott: Das Geheimnis der Kartàusar, Freiburg 1987; second
edition 1990; third edition 1991; 

'Sonderauflage' 
Buxheim, 1995.
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in the carthusian world, although the friction apparendy had little to do with
the young monk himselfi he was more concerned about the hearth of his
mother and sister. Indeed, letters reached him from ar aunt, from the family
doctor and even from the mayor of his vilage, calling him to reave the charter-
house: 'come 

back home, because your m"other and your sister need /ou,.r5In the diary's presentation of the facts the cause of the tension. .*p.ri.rr..a uy
the-young carthusian monk lies not within the carthusian *o.li but outside
it. The ourside world caused unresr and destabilised the inner world of the
charterhouse.

4. CoNrucrn.rc CHÁRecrERs iN THE CanrHusnN pa_naorss

Two other^recent biographical stories of carthusians depict a d.ifferent situa-
tion' The first is autobiographicar: soynds of silence: ,a uorn', jiàà rtooslby Father Benedict Kossmann. Behind this 

"writer's 
name - 

" 
pr.,rJorry-, .o,r,

ofrcontinuing respecr for carthusian anonymity' - lurks an Americaa who was
a carthusian monk for rwenqr y.".r, firsrin the Spanish charterhouse of Jerezand later in the first foundation of the carthusian àrder outside of Europe, the
charterhouse of the Transfiguration in Arlington in the state of vermonr,
usA, under consrrucrion since 195r 

"nd 
.om!l.ted in 1970. The book tens

the. story of the happy life of a monk, feeling ar ease in the charterhouse and
taking on more and more responsibilities, ,,rËh 

", 
the offices of novice masrer

and chanter. 
_This last position eventually brought him into conflict with the

communiry. It started with a simple choir incidànt on a sunday morning dur-
ing the blessing of holy water, bui.according to the prior rrrir ií.iJ.",."por.d
deeper emotional rensions within th. .o--ï.rity. Tire prior .was 

*., obr.*.d
with identif ing and eliminadng emotional probi.-. il hi. .o;m;.ri,r,,ru *o
so it was now: the monk was senr ro New yàrk ciry for a series orprf.íotogi.a
tests and never returned to the charterhouse. He was released from his monastic
vows and the priesthood and lives with his wife in Florida. Father Benediccs
story shows us anorher side of the carthusian world.. Insteaa 

"r " f"r"Jir. rrar-
way to heaven inhabited by angels, it is a world. of ordinary p."pi. ;i; .-.-
tional problems, conflicting characters and the concomitant tensions.

This is even more evident in a book that reduces the idyil of the white para-
diy to a srory of human ideals and failures, of struggles *a ,."ri""r. I am
referring to An Infiniry of Hours (2006) by Nancy Èi.i., M"g,rir., ,ro* 

"lro

15 Bósen, Auf einsamer Strasse, Tg.
'o B. Kossmann, Sounds of silence : A monh\ joumqt, Bloomrngton, IN 2005, 250.
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translated into German (2007) and Spanish (2008).17 Nancy Klein Maguire is
a scholar-in-residence at the Folger Shakespeare Libraty in ITashington, DC,
who publishes on politics and the theatre in tJre seventeenrh cencury. After a
long ardcle on the Duchess of Portsmouth, rhe favourite misrress of king
Charles II, she decided to take a break and write a short story about her hus-
band, an ex-Carthusian monk. Áfter seven Fears of research based on many
lemers, interviews, e-mails, diaries and phone calls she published a book in
which she follows the development of five young men, including her present
husband, who entered the English charterhouse of Parkminster between July
1960 and March 1961 r.o start their noviciates. By October 7965 four of these
five men had left the charterhouse. Only one of them, Dom Leo, professed his
solemn vows in 1965 and has remained a Carthusian until today. For eleven
years, from 1990 to 2001, he was tÀe prior of Parkminster. Nancy Klein
Maguire's book has been praised by many, also from within the Carthusian
order, for the accuracy and honesty with which she describes the realiry of the
Carthusian world between 1960 and 1965. Her description reveals that it was
a world of high ideals but at the same time not without inner tensions, and
cenainly not paradise.

These inner tensions become evident in conflicts that arise, particularly on
questions concerning the definition of domains in and around the Canhusian
world. Thus they are cultural and mental border conflicts. Following recent
developments in cultural history, I would argue that we take these border con-
flicts as heuristic points of departure in our attempts as historians of spiritualiry
to understand the Carthusian world.r8 I see mainly three types of border con-
flicts: those between the charterhouse and the outside world, those within the
Carthusian community and those concerning the definition of the individual
Carthusian monk or nun. Always the primary question is: where does the
Carthusian worid begin and where does it end? \,Vhat belongs to it and what
doesn't? In everyday life, also that of Carthusians, limits have constantly to be
exceeded and borders have to be crossed. those bewveen the 'us' and the 'them'

of the Carthusians and the outside world and those between the 'me' and the
'them' of the individual monk and his fellow Carthusians. In this crossing of
borders confrontations occur with the alteriry of the others, and these shed
new light on the relationship between the outside and the inside world of Car-
thusians.

17 For all kinds of information on the book and the author, see www.nanrykleinmaguire .com.
18 P Burke, rfflhat is dnral history?, Cambridge 2004.
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5. coNcr"usroN : THRE' Drerpcrrcar Rtr-artoNsrirps rN canr'usraN Rrarry

I think we can trace these border conflicts by examining three dia_lecdcalrelationships that play an important role in the history 
"F,rr. 

è".rrrusians.I advocate using these, diarectical relationships as points of departure in ourresearch into the carthusian world. In thir'dyrr.ti. ;. il;ffi tensionberween the rwo .oo.^rïï,:: poles imparts new meaning ro our understandingof Carrhusianr' p"ri*o presenr.
The first relationship is that between the carthusian worrd and the outsideworld' Every charterhouse has to maintain certain relationships with itsenvironmenr. Even in rhe process of founding a chanerhouse rhe carthusianshave to form a number of relations wirh stakeriolders in the rocar ,o.;..y. Th...are especially visible in the economic srru*ures that are 

"..;r;;fu; 
the sub_sistence of the carthusian world. Together with the cistercian sisters of theMunster abbey, the Carthusians of {oermond, for instance, were the mainmonastic proprietors in the.Dutch,ciry of Roermond.re They;_;; Jrr,r_b.,of farms and the right to collect tithes in several vilages in the neighbourhood.,especiatly.in tle,u.pler qururers of t},e Duchy 

"f 
c;È;;;;-;:ffi several

;v:L1e,r 
mitts and fishing rights in the Roe*i.o.i. Thi, made rhe charterhouse anrmporranr player in the 

,local lonofl" But its economic po*., **, ,lro 
"source of conflict with the guirds of Ro.rmond, the ciry 

"á-i.rirr.".ior, "rrdother religious communities,lspecially the Cistercian nuns.
The works of art in charterhouses ,h.d 

"., 
interesting light on the dialecticalrelationship between the inside and the outside *orrd. Àfte', ail, with orrty 

" 
f.*exceptions these arrworks came from outside. At most the carthusians were thesponsors of the work ofart, but mostly even that role was pl")-d;;; benefac-tor from outside the chanerhouse. óradually the works of art neverthelessbecame part of the inside world. They wouldÉ integrated with the carthusianworld, for insrance because th.y piayed 

" 
,ol. 

.iro J;;;r;;-;;Jï.. i..r.a painting that became an object 
-ofl 

meditation) or in their ritual practice(e.g. a baroque altar like th"t áf Ro.r*o.rJ Ch;.;h;.;';"* ,"ïl 
"00.,church of Thorn, that came to function in the 

",.rst.r. 
liturgy of the carthusi-ans)' Through their devotional and liturgicar communicatioriwith these objects

:,{.f:#ffiiusians 
as ir were 

"pp,oïp.i,,.J,h._;;;-;"J. ,r,.ïp*, 
"n

The second dialecdcal rerationship in the carthusian world is rhat betweenanchorite and coenobite, in otler *ordr, berween the Carthusian communirv

re P' Nissen, 'De 
gesch.iedenis van de Kartuis van onze Lieve vrouw van Bethrehem te Roer_mond" in: K' pansters (Ed'), Ha geheim uan de ,*t o, besroten uererd uan de Roennondsekartuizers, ZwoIle 2009, 62_77, es;. 6g_70.
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and the individual carthusian. In a sense this reladonship is a logical conse-
quence of the true narure of carthusian life, namely that o? hermiti living in a
communal monastery. Tensions between an individua.l and a group thàr are
present in every human society ger more intense in a carthusian communiry,
because they affect the very identiry of the members. In topological rerms one
could say this tension concerns the difference berween the canLusian cell and
the carthusiaa monasrery. Tensions of this kind played an important role in
the failure of attempts bew,'een 1946 and 1961 to establish 

" 
ó,rt.h speaking

community in the charterhouse of calci near Pisa (Italy) in order to prepare
for the return of the Carthusian order to the Netherlands. Among other reasons
these attempts were wrecked by the ordinary human ph.rrom.ion of incom-
patible persona.lities.2o The biography of the Dutch monk Dom Benoit Lambres,
one of the rirost prolific writers of the carthusian order in the twentieth cen-
tury, is filled with tensions of this kind between him and his communiry. The
artistically gifted Dom Benoit wanted to exploit his literary talents, but the
carthusian comrnuniry that he was pa-rr of did not like it, not even when he
made use of pseudonyms (like Dom Benoit du Moustier, 'prins' 

Jesus Min-
streel, or P.I.M.) or when his literary work familiarised his readers with carthu-
sian life.2l

The third dialectical relationship in the carthusian worid is that berween
practical and interior life: the outside and inside world of the Carthusian monk
himself. Perhaps we can translate this relationship into a conflict between ideal
and realiry, although it does nor necessariiy coincide with that between the
monk's inside and outside world. N7e should ask whether the spiritua_l writings
of the Carthusian heritage truly reflect the lived spiritualiry of reallife Carthu-
sians. They might reflect a more programmatic ideal, an image of how the
Carthusian world should be. \7hat, then, do studies of CartÀusian spiritualiry
inform us about - the real Carthusian world or virtual Carthusian worlds?

The tensions arising in the aforementioned three dialectical relationships can
cause men and women to leave the Carthusian worid. Summarising the afore-
mentioned three biographical books and thus simplifying the complexiry of the
life histories, one could say that the anonymous Carthusian writer of the
diary in \7illibald Bósen's book dropped out because of tension between the
Carthusian world and the outside world, and the monk hiding behind the
pseudonym of Father Benedict Kossmann gave up because of tension between

z1

T. van Sclraik, Het kroost uan broeder Joost: Vaarom de karntizets niet terughuamen naar

Nedzrland, s.l. s.a. [2007], 135.

P. Nissen, 
'Monnik en muze: Dom Benoit Lambres en het zielsavontuur \ran Desmond

Bowdry', in: T. Gaens & F. Timmermans (Eds"), Liber amicorum Jan De Grauue: Essalts ouer

de geschiedrnís en her spirituele letten uarz de hartuizerc, Salzburg 2004, 309-316.
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the individual and his communiry. Both these rensions also featured in the
departure from Parkminster of four of the five novices described in Nalry
Klein Maguire's book. For instance, tensions berween individual monks and
tàeir community, like those in parkminster, also surfaced in Father Benedict
Kossmann's irritation with the performance and quality of ri"gi"g à,rring the
celebration of.the liturgy 

fulin Nancy Klein Máguiré'. boot',iË -4o, ,..r-
sions have to do with the third dialectical rerationsh-ip, that between the practi-
cal and the interior life. T]rese_two aspects, ir, 

" 
m-.r.. of ,p."ki.rg trr. ia.a 

"rcarthusian sainthood versus the reality of everyday life, do not #;;; keep in
step with one anorher. And that can be exaspeiating for a carthusian as well.
. If we study the history of canhusian .oÀm.r.rili.s and. their heritage from

the perspective of these three dialecticar rerationships, we may be i.,i.. 
"bt.to rrace the historical tensions that constitute th. irue ,r"trrré of these silent

Carthusian worlds, too easily seen by outside observers as a paradise harfivay to
heaven. 

- r
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THE SPARKLING STONES IN THE GHENT ALTARPIECE
AND THE FOLINTAIN OF LIFE OF JAN VAN EYCK, REFLECTING

CUSANUS AND TAN VAN RUUSBROEC

For Lothar Graf zu Dohna, on the occasion
of his ninetieth birthday, May 4b, 2014

SUMMARY - The rich use of precious stones in the panels of the

Ghent Altarpiece is due to the presence of stones in the Rivers of Para-

dise (Gn 2:10-14: onlx and bedolah, i.e. sardonyx or carnelian and jet)

and in the goshen of the High Priest in Exodus (2B.lJ to 21), which
inspired the description of the heavenly Jerusalem in the Apocalypse
(21.9 ro 21). !(hereas witiin the Fountain of Life in the Prado, which
since new investigations is to be ascribed to Jan van Eyck, on the side oÍ

the Synagogue all stones are concentrated in the Goshen, on the side of
the Ecclesia the precious stones are spread over the spiritual and secular
leaders. This later moment is maintained in the Ghent Altarpiece, in

which Jan van Eyck in addition to the biblical sources picks up state-
ments of Jan van Ruusbroec. Citing the Apocaiypse the Flemish mystic

spoke ofa sparkling stone, which is given to the one, who transcends all
rhings, and in it he gains light and truth and life. Exactly that was

painted by Jan van Eyck.

Mysticism is widely seen as a matter of the word: the figurative seems to be at

best an illustration of what is said about the mystical appearances. In fact, how-

ever, in the visualization of spiritual perception and artistic forming, there is

a communication and exchange between the pictorial and the linguistic. To

illustrate their thoughts mystics draw on the figurative world of objects, while

texts enter in the visual design and the forming of thinking and meditating

painters. Of special importance in this regard is the interrelationship between

the pictorial wor[s of the painter Jan van Eyck and the texts of the Bible and

the theological wridngs of Jan van Ruusbroec and Nicholas of Cusa: ÁII of

them deal with precious sparkling stones in a spiritual way.


